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Coming up:

•Today:
– Finish unit 6 (garbage collection)
– start ArrayList and other library objects

•Wednesday: Complete ArrayList, basics of 
error handling
•Friday complete error handling
•Next week: Recursion (Basics) + review
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int[]

String
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Garbage Collection (1)

•When there are no more reference variables 
containing the address of an object, the object 
can no longer be accessed by the program
•It is useless, and therefore called garbage
•Java performs automatic garbage collection 
periodically
–When garbage collection occurs, all the memory 
allocated to store garbage objects is made available 
so it be allocated to store new objects
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Garbage Collection (2)

•In other languages, the programmer has the 
responsibility for performing garbage collection
•Always ensure you do not lose the last 
reference to an object you still need
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Garbage Collection (3)

•On the other hand, if you no longer need an 
object, you should make sure that none of 
your reference variables contain its address in 
memory
–You can do this by assigning null to the reference 
variables which contain the address of this object
–This is so that the memory it occupies can be 
reclaimed by the garbage collector and reused to 
store new objects



COMP-202
Unit 7: More Advanced OOP

CONTENTS:
ArrayList
HashSet 
HashMap 
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Managing a big project

Many times, you will need to use an Object type that 
someone else has created.

For example, imagine if every time you wanted to store 
a sequence of symbols, you needed to use a char[] 
instead of String 

That would be awful.....
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Using Library Objects

It's great to do things yourself when you can.

However, at some point, for practical reasons, you have 
a desire to avoid “reinventing the wheel”

There are many “library” methods that allow us to 
perform certain functions that are common.

There are also many library Object types that allow us 
to represent certain data types without having to define 
the data type ourselves.
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Benefits of using library 
objects

1)It makes your life easier.

This is really the only benefit of using the library 
Objects, but it's a huge benefit.

a)Saves you the time of writing
b)Saves you the time of testing
c)Library objects have (usually) been designed well.
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Downsides of using library 
objects

A bit more initial overhead to understand. You have to 
learn HOW to use them.
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Like taking the subway...
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Lost in NY
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You have to invest the time
In theory, it's fastest to skip trying to understand the 
library Object. In fact, in many cases, the first time, it's 
slower to understand.

If you use the library Object, you can sometimes 
misuse it.
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You have to invest the time
However, once you take the time to understand it, 
you're glad it's there.

It's good to avoid “reinventing the wheel”



Part 1: ArrayList
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Storing multiple data values 
of the same type

We have seen that we can use an array (build 
in) when we need to store multiple data values 
of the same type.
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Built in arrays
Arrays are often ANNOYING to use!

-Can't resize them
-Have to worry about array index out of bounds 
values
-Difficult to delete (have to “shift” everything 
over
-Difficult to add elements
-Just a head ache sometimes!
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ArrayList

There is an answer to all your problems!

It is called ArrayList.
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Driving a Car 
When you drive a car, you do not need to think 
about how the engine works.

If you did, it would be bad.

All you have to do is hit the gas and the brake, 
and turn the wheel at appropriate times. 

This is known as “abstracting” the notion of driving 
the car
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Different levels of control
Some Objects will give us more or less control and 

be different levels of abstraction.

For example, in a manual transmission, you need 
know more about how the engine works than in 
an automatic.

Our goal in using these library Objects is to have a 
simpler abstraction.
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ArrayList
An ArrayList in Java is a type defined to represent 

the NOTION of an array, but so that you don't 
have to think about the details of how an array 
works.

It has all the functionality of a regular array, but it is 
much simpler to do things like 

add, delete, check if a value exists, etc
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ArrayList of what?
In Java, there is a notion of “generics”

Consider the following 2 problems:

1)Given a String[] and a String, find the first index 
of the String[] that the String occurs

2)Given an int[] and an int, find the first index of 
the int[] that the int occurs
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Find in String[] 
public static int findIndex(String[] array, String 

target) {
for (int i=0; i < array.length; i++) {

if (array[i].equals(target)) {
return i;

}
}
return -1;

}
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Find in int[] 
public static int findIndex(int[] array, int target) {

for (int i=0; i < array.length; i++) {
if (array[i] == target) {

return i;
}

}
return -1;

}
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ArrayList of what?
Notice that there are only 2 differences:

1)The method header has String in one case and int 
in another case.

2)The if statement uses .equals in one case and == 
in the other case.

In general, this method could be written for ANY 
type. #1 would be using the type name, #2 would 
use .equals if it's a reference and == if it's a 
primitive type
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Cleverly designing ArrayList
Since most array operations do not really involve the 

TYPE of the array, they only involve manipulating 
values inside the array, one can actually design an 
ArrayList to work on ANY type, using a notion 
known as “generics”

We will not talk about how to define a type to be 
generic, but you should know how to use a 
generic type.
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ArrayList of any reference 
type

ArrayList is defined to work on ANY reference type.

So I can create an ArrayList of String or an ArrayList 
of Scanner or an ArrayList of Pokemon

This means that if you define your own type, you 
can create an ArrayList of it as well. Without this 
notion, the people who wrote ArrayList would 
have had to define their (almost identical) 
methods for every type they could think of 
(including predicting the future types that you 
would create!)
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Using an ArrayList
An ArrayList is an Object, thus you have to use the 

new keyword.

You also have to tell Java what KIND of ArrayList to 
make. Remember, you can only make an ArrayList 
of reference types.

Note: to do any of these, you will have to import
java.util.ArrayList;
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Declare an ArrayList 
variable

The syntax is a bit unusual:

ArrayList<kind_of_thing> list;

This declares a variable which has the type 
“ArrayList of 'kind_of_thing'” 

You will be able to store into this array list whatever 
the type 'kind_of_thing' is

Before, we would have written this as:
kind_of_thing[] list (for a simple array)
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Creating an ArrayList object
There is a constructor for ArrayList object that takes 

nothing as input:

new ArrayList<kind_of_object>();

So for example:

ArrayList<String> words = new ArrayList<String>();

This is the notion of creating and using a generic type
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Using ArrayList
Once you have this ArrayList class, you can use the 

methods provided in the class. To see the methods 
available, the best thing is to go to the 
documentation page:

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/ut
il/ArrayList.html
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Some common methods:
Note: All methods are non-static. In the 

documentation, it will often refer to “E” as the type. 
This means it is the type that you defined your 
ArrayList to be of

-add(E e)
-add(int index, E element)
-clear
-get(int index)
-indexOf(Object o)
-remove(int index)
-remove(Object o)
-size()
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An ArrayList of names
ArrayList<String> names = new ArrayList<String>();
names.add(“Jon Stewart”);
names.add(“Stephen Colbert”);
names.add(“Samantha Bee”);
names.add(“John Oliver”);
//now let's print the names:
for (int i=0; i < names.size(); i++) {

System.out.println(names.get(i));
}
// Now he got his own show....
names.remove(“John Oliver”);
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Comparison of 
FindWordsStartWithLetter

public static String[] 
findWordsStartWithLetter(String[] words, char c)

public static ArrayList<String> 
findWordsStartWithLetter(ArrayList<String> words, 
char c)
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Exercise
Write a method that, given an ArrayList<String> 

returns a boolean representing whether the 
ArrayList is in alphabetical order.

You may use the following methods:
-get(int i), size()   (defined on ArrayList)
-compareTo(String other) (defined to work on a 

String, returns -1 if this < other, +1 if this > other, 
0 if equal)
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Exercise
public static boolean isSorted(ArrayList<String> words) 
{
     for (int i =0 ; i < words.size() – 1; i++ ) {

String prior = words.get(i);
String subsequent = words.get(i + 1);

if (prior.compareTo(subsequent) > 0) {
return false;

}
}
return true; }
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Reason regular arrays are 
still important

Despite the ease of using ArrayList, it's still really 
really important to understand that underlying this 
nice data type called ArrayList, is an actual array.

Why? 

Part of the reason is you understand what things are 
fast, and what are not. For example, you know that 
remove() will be a “slow” operation. Because it has 
to shift every value in the array over!
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Be REALLY careful with 
references!

ArrayList can ONLY be of a reference type.

This means that in reality, the ArrayList is storing a 
list of “links” to actual Objects

When you use the .get() method, you get a 
REFERENCE variable. This means you just get 
another link, but to the same Object. In this case, 
ALIASING is a potential problem.
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Be REALLY careful with 
references!

ArrayList<Point> points = new ArrayList<Point>();
points.add(new Point(1,1));
points.add(new Point(1,2));
Point first = points.get(0);

//Now, in memory, I have 2 Objects
//one represents the coordinate (1,1), the other 

represents (1,2)
//However, both first AND points.get(0) are the same 

link
....
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Be REALLY careful with 
references!

//continued
first.setX(3);

//What will the following print?
System.out.println(points.get(0).getX());
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Be REALLY careful with 
references!

//continued
first.setX(3);

//What will the following print?
System.out.println(points.get(0).getX());

It will print 3. Because first was an alias here.

So we have to be super careful!
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One nice thing with String

One good thing with an ArrayList of String is you do 
not need to worry about this.

Remember that Strings are immutable meaning that 
you can't change a String once it's created. (You 
can change a String variable, but not the String 
object itself)

This means that if you got a String as before, you 
could never change it.
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Using final with references
A related thing to be careful of is using the final 

keyword with references.

Whenever you use the final keyword, you are saying 
that the value of the variable can not change.

In the case of reference types, the value in a variable 
is an address. So the ADDRESS can't change. But 
the Object stored at that address CAN. 
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ArrayList with primitive 
types

You can't use ArrayList with primitive types.

This is a bit annoying because these are the most 
commonly used types.

The solution: Wrapper classes
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Wrapper classes
Each of the primitive types have what is known as a 
“Wrapper” class. This is a reference type, that essentially 
consists of just one property---the primitive equivalent.

It needs to have a way to store the primitive type and a 
way to get the primitive type back.
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Ex: Integer

Integer fiveAsInteger = new Integer(5);
int fiveAsInt = fiveAsInteger.intValue();

Now, since Integer is a reference type (all types other than 
the 8 primitive types are references), we can use it with 
an ArrayList
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A guess as to the 
implementation

public class Integer {
    private int value;
    public Integer(int original) {

this.value = original;
    }

public int intValue() {
return this.value;

}
}
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Automatic unboxing
In the latest version of Java, we also have this notion of 
automatic “boxing” and “unboxing” This means you can 
use Integer and int, for example, interchangably:

Integer i = 3; //technically types don't match but this is 
OK

This is an example where you create an object without 
using the new operator. (There are 3 : initializer lists, 
String literals, and wrapper classes)



Part 2: HashSet
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Words
Suppose that you have a list of English words. These 
words are not in any particular ordering. I ask you to tell 
me if a particular word exists in English or not.

Would this be a fast or slow task?

What if I told you that the list was sorted in alphabetical 
order? Would that make it a faster task?
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Words
Of course, knowing that a list is sorted makes it much 
easier. We can do something known as “binary” search. 
The idea here is we will start in approximately the middle 
and then only look at one half of our list, depending on if 
our target word is before or after.

Whenever you look up a value in the dictionary, this is 
what you do.
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HashSet
There are some things that are great about ArrayList:

1)Very convenient
2)We already understand arrays, and these are very close 
to that.

In some cases, however, if you don't care about the order 
that things are added to the list of things, they can be 
stored in a way that allows you to access values FASTER
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HashSet
In this case, there is a type you can use, similar to 
ArrayList, called HashSet.

The main differences between HashSet and ArrayList:

1)HashSet is really fast to add, get, and remove values. 
This is because the order it keeps of the elements is 
sorted in a smart way. You don't know the exact order, but 
it's not always the same as its been inserted in.
2)As such, you can't do something like .get(index i). It 
wouldn't make sense.
3)In addition, you can't store the same value twice
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HashSet
HashSet<String> unique = new HashSet<String>();
unique.add(“Jon Stewart”);
unique.add(“Stephen Colbert”);
unique.add(“Samantha Bee”);
unique.add(“Jon Stewart”);
System.out.println(unique.size()); //prints 3 since 
//Jon Stewart is only added once

We don't know the order that the HashSet stores it still, 
but we can do things like check if the value exists really 
quickly.
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HashSet
HashSet could be preferred over ArrayList if the following 
are true:

-Duplicate elements are not allowed
-You don't care about keeping track of the order you 
added elements in
-Checking if a value is present or not is important and 
should be done quickly



Part 3: HashMap
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Accessing Data in different 
ways

We've seen with an array or an arraylist that you can 
access data by associating each data value with an index.

The index doesn't necessarily have anything to do with the 
data itself. It merely represents where in the array or 
ArrayList the data is stored.

Sometimes, the key or index itself is related to the data 
value. In addition, sometimes the key is not going to be an 
int.
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Examples of fancier keys:
-The most obvious example is a dictionary. The “key” is 
the word. The “value” is the definition of it. In this case 
both the key and value are Strings
-Other examples:

-StudentId ----> name  (could be done with a regular 
array but would be a large waste of space)
-name ----> StudentId
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HashMap
For this sort of scenario, you could create a HashMap 

A HashMap lets you relate a “key” to a “value” 

The “key” and “value” can be any types (not necessarily 
the same type)

In a HashMap, things are stored in a “smart” way so that 
things can be accessed very fast. You can easily check if 
something is part of the HashMap or not.
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HashMap
HashMap<String, String> english = new 
HashMap<String,String>();

english.add(“comp-202”, “hard”);
english.add(“dan p.”, “tall”);

System.out.println(“The definition of comp-202 is “ + 
english.get(“comp-202”));
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